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a 6-1 Record Over Break
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Six New
Sculptures
Featured

Board of Control
Members Have a
Positive Oulook
on Recycling

By Steve Ungrey
News Writer

By Steve Ungrey
N ew s Writer

Positive remarks about cam
pus recycling and Grand Valley
marked the quarterly meeting of
the GVSU Board of Control,
held December 7 at the Kirkhof
Center.
University Relations VicePresident Matthew E. McLogan
announced that the Krcsgc Foun
dation had pledged $5(X),(XX) to
the university’s Water Resources
Institute program.
However, the university must
raise $2,OCX),(XX) in additional
funds by January of 1992 to
qualify for the foundation grant.
The beginning of the mecung
was devoted to the recycling
program on campus, headed by
Ronald VanStccland, Finance
and Administration Vicc-Prcsi
dent. A group of university em
ployccs who work on the rccy
cling committee described their
roles. According to the employ
ees, the recycling program actu
ally began m 19X7 here on cam
pus, but it was not fully publi
ei/ed until lull of 1989.
Bob Whitacrc, Director of
Plant Services, also mentioned
the beginnings of the recycling
committee in November 1989
and the multiplication of recy
cling pounds in the fall of 1990.
“We have a recycle forest over
by AuSable Hall," Whitacrc
said. “For every ton of paper we
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Freshman Heather Wood writes a postcard to one of the 22 service men and women from GVSU (21
men. 1 woman) currently serving overseas in Operation Desert Sheild. The postcards are donated by
the UBS, the postage is being donated by the University , and yellow ribbons to show support were
donated by Mctjers.

recycled GVSU planted a tree.
Our goal was to plant 33 trees by
October 1990, and we reached
that goal Ix'lore then."
Whitacrc also pointed out that
cost ol collecting solid waste
collectibles also went up be
tween 1988 and 1990. This was
attributed to a rise in landfill
costs, since landfill costs
doubled m this time span.
Other major points brought up
during the meeting included a

report from the Academic Re
source Center on the EXCEL
program. Director Mary Seegcr
pointed out that although the
program is funded for 1(X) stu
dents, it supports 265 at tins
point.
Library director Lee Lcbbin
menuoned dial there was an in
crease in their funding recently,
but it wouldn’t show up until the
1990-91 fiscal year.
Commenung on a decrease in

die number of books on the
BEACON database, Lcbbin said
their collection did not go down
in actual size.
“We have new books ordered,
but they won’t show up until
March or April,” Lebbin said.
“In addition, pamphlets are no
longer file cataloged. You can
now get into our system and sec
for yourself, and it’s a way to
recycle’ in fo "

Six sculptures are featured
around campus this semester
created by artist Janies Clover,
who is also an art professor at
Grand Valley.
Four of the sculptures are
located on the patio between
Manitou and Mackinac Halls,
the fifth in front of Zumberge
Pond, and the sixth is located on
the grass in front of Robinson
House.
These sculptures were also
featured in a show called
“Mindscape”, which ran from
November 1 through December
7 at the Muskegon Museum of
Art.
The artwork is owned by
Clover and is on loan to the
campus. The sculptures on the
patio are two blades of grass and
two birds, one upside down and
the other right side up.
Clover titled his Robinson
sculpture “Grass”, while the
sculpture on the Zumberge Pond
is titled “Fish”
When asked about the
sculptures themselves, according
to the “Mindsca|v" brochure,
Clover said that he tried to create
a unity and theme between the
pieces so they all interact.
“1 like one color as a unit,”
Clover said. “The white reflects
whafs around it. It can be very
subtle or very bold. But the
paint is really an important pan
of the whole.”

Counseling Center in the Commons, Available for Student Use
By Sieve Ungrey
News Wriicr

With the passing of the hull
day season comes the expected
post-holiday depression period
No question about it, everyone
Icels some letdown at the end of
this season.
GVSU's counseling center,
which is located in 152 Com
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mons, has helped people with
problems like this, as well as
others with problems ranging
from difficulty in school to ad
justments m college life.
During the |X'nod May 1989April 1990 die counseling center
saw 1,245 students for 3,109 ap
pointments
I"hc student total
was down Irom 1,306 in the
1988 89 year, but center director
Diana Pace says that doesn’t
mean less students are using the
center
“ 1his is due to the fact that we
didn't see as many people from
the community as we did in the
last year," Pace said. “We began
charging a $25 fee last year for
people from the community. We
also charged this fee to prospec
tive students, and that number
also dropped sharply this year ”

Pace pointed out that once a
prospective student enters
GVSU, the service is free, and
that the $25 fee mainly covers
the cost of testing materials for
prospecu vc students,
Using the center provides
benefits to the student that
couldn’t be obtained from out
side help. Pace says that die
staff is trained to work in a
higher education setting, and that
they’re familiar with the kinds of
student concerns at the univer
sity.
Of the 1,245 studenis who
used the center last year, 726
students had career-related prob
lems.
“For the most part, they’re un
certain about their career area,”
Pace said. “When a student is
uncertain about their career it

also affects their choice of major
some of the time. It’s a self- ex
ploratory process to see where
the [icrson’s skills will fit in.”
Pace also points to the center
increasing outreach - iv|x’ ac
tivities such as group disc ussions
and seminars.
“We help with issues like fam
ily relationships, date r n [ X \ and
AIDS, as well as related alcohol
and substance issues," Pace said.
“We’ll help them determine
what program works for them,
and we’ll proceed to give them
therapy and education.”
The center administers tests to
students as well, mainly to see
what their interests are in terms
of personal and career reasons.
The two most common tests
given last year were the Strong
Campbell Interest Inventory and

the Myers Briggs Type Indica
tor.
“The Campbell test helps to
sec what students’ interests are
and give them feedback on their
career choices,” Pace said T he
Myers Briggs lest shows a stu
dent’s personable s k i l l s and
where they would lit m to the
work environment ”
The center has also taught
some Freshman Semmai classes,
which started lull swing in 198 '
Pace likens the classes to an ex
tended orientation
“The class meets one hour a
week and studies how to use the
library, career planning, and el
fecuve study skills.” Pace said
"It's a philosophical look at the
purpose of education
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Minority Affairs Program Cited in Grand Rapids Press
By Steve Ungrey
News Writer
In ihe November 15 edi
tion of the Grand Rapids
Press, Editor-in-Chief Mike
Lloyd commended the mi
nority affairs program here
at Grand Valley for their
part in attracting minority
students to campus.
The recent turn
around came after years of
slipping minority enrollment
among blacks, Hispanics,
and American Indians.
From the mid-1970s until
1987 their enrollments reg
istered declines.'
However, in 1988 the pro
gram showed a 31 percent
increase in enrollment, fol
lowed by a 31 percent hike
in 1989 and a 35 percent

gain this year. Minority enrollment
makes up 902 of the 11,726 students
on campus, or 7.7 percent of the total
enrollment.
Much of the credit should go to the
efforts of the minority affairs office
to recruit successfully in urban areas
like Detroit, Flint, Saginaw, and Pon
tiac. GVSU’s director of minority
affairs, Donald Williams, and his
other staffers comb these areas for
potential students each year.
Minority affair’s success does tie
in to West Michigan indirectly. Busi
nesses on our side of the state serious
about affirmative action now have
potentially a larger pool of applicants
to choose from each year.
Another successful tool the office
has used are full-tuition scholarships,
introduced in 1988, to lure students
who will be at Grand Valley for their
entire four years.
Incoming freshmen must have a B

Kresge Foundation
Awards W RI
$500,000 Grant
By GVSU Public Relations
The Kresge Foundation
has awarded Grand Valley
State University a $500,000
challenge grant to purchase
scientific equipment for the
Water Resources Institute
and other science depart
ments at the university.
“This is a milestone grant
for the university," said
Richard M. DeVos, Chair
man of the Water Resources
Institute Council, which is
leading the ongoing fund
raising drive for the Insti
tute. “It is an important ac
knowledgement of the
growth and potential of the
science programs at Grand
Valley. This Kresge Science
initiative grant will be a su
perb stimulus to our Ad
vancement Program for the
Water Resources Institute,
and to the enhancement of
the sciences overall at the
university.”
The university has until
January 1, 1992 to meet the
terms of the grant, which re
quires that $2 million in en
dowment be raised to main
tain and update the scientific
equipment purchased for the
Water Resources Institute
and the biology, chemistry,
and geology laboratories at
GVSU. “We intend to meet
this challenge," said DeVos.
“If west Michigan is to vie
for global competitiveness,
we must invest in the means
to ensure that researchers
and students have the mod
em equipment they need for
learning and discovery.”
“A previous Kresge chal
lenge was an important fac
tor in the success of our
campaign for the L.V. Eberhard Canter," said Arend D.
Lubbers, president of Grand
Valley State University.

“Just as that grant helped to open a
new era for professional education in
downtown Grand Rapids, this grant
signals the start of a new era for the
151 faculty and staff and the 4,000
students in the sciences at Grand Val
ley. With the community’s support,
the university will gain a permanent
basis to keep the scientific equipment
we need well-maintained and up-todate.”
The new grant was awarded
through the Kresge Science Initia
tive; a program recently launched by
the Kresge Foundation in response to
growing national concern over the
status of science education and re
search at U.S. universities. Numerous
studies show that much of the scien
tific equipment in American universi
ties is obsolete, some of it being
older than the students using the
equipment.
“We are delighted with this chal
lenge,” said P. Douglas Kindschi,
dean of science and mathematics at
GVSU. “Once it is met, the Water
Resources Institute, directed by Dr.
Ronald Ward, and our other science
departments will have many tools
needed to strengthen our work.”
When received, the grant to GVSU
will fund the purchase of laboratory
instrumentation that will be used for
instruction and research.
The Kresge Foundation makes
challenge grants to projects involving
construction or renovation of facili-(
ties and the purchase of major capital .1
equipment or real estate. The Kresge j
Foundation is an independent, private
foundation created by the personal
gifts of Sebastian S. Kresge. It is not
affiliated with any corporation or or
ganization.
The Water Resources Institute
(WRI) is Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s first hard-science research or
ganization. Founded in 1986, the
WRI is comprised of faculty and staff
from biology, geology, natural re
sources management and related dis
ciplines. The goal of the WRI is to
protect, preserve and enhance water
quality in the Great Lakes Region.

average to qualify, and students
must maintain at least a 2.75 grade
point average out of 4.0 to remain
eligible.
There is a caution to the whole
positive side, however. The article
also pointed out that only 30 per

cent o f minority students
graduated in 1989, less than
half the graduating percent
age of white students.
GVSU has had similar
numbers, but appears to be
making progress toward de

creasing that number. Since the
1988 drive, about 12 percent of
minority cnrollees have dropped
out each year, which is about the
same rale as our student popula
tion overall.

Public Service Work Study Bill
By MCC News
Lansing - In a flurry o f late
session activity, the Michigan
House of Representatives ap
proved the Michigan Public
Service Work-Study Bill (H.B.
5441). The bill passed with re
sounding support on a vote of
80 to 3. The Michigan Colle
giate Coalition, a state-wide stu
dent association and the bill’s
primary backer, is currently
working to gain quick Senate
approval of the bill.
R B . 5441 will provide full
work-study funding for eligible
students who choose to work in
non-profit community agencies.
Currently, non-profit employers
provide 20% of a work-study
student’s wages, with the other
805 covered by the work-study

tial in this process,” she
program. Qualified non-profit
noted. “Were not done yeL
employers include environ
We still need students to con
mental projects, recycling
tact their State Senators in the
centers, poverty programs,
same numbers that they con
human service agencies, and
tacted House members,” she
arts / performance programs.
said.
According to Kathy Swift,
The Michigan Collegiate
MCC’s Legislative Director,
Coalition
represents the stu
“With time running short in
dents
of
Michigan’s
15 pub
this legislative session, sched
lic universities to the state
uling becomes vital.” The
legislature, Governor’s Of
Michigan Collegiate Coali
fice, and the U.S. Congress.
tion praised the work of
Incorporated in 1987, MCC
Schwarz has gone to bat for
is the fastest growing state
students. This bell would be
student
association in the na
dead in the water if it were
tion.
The
Michigan Colle
not for his work to get the bill
giate Coalition, based in Lan
scheduled,” Swift said.
sing, conducts lobbying, re
Student’s support of the bill
search, and campus based
has made a difference accord
educational campaigns.
ing to Swift "Students who
have called their Representa
tives have been very influen

V
Do You think Campus Police
Should be Armed with Guns?
In recent months schools have
hired more officers, starting more
sophisticated training programs,
expanded their arrest powers and,
most controversial of all, begun to
arm their people with guns.
Letting campus police carry guns
is “a logical step to provide better
serv ice,”
m aintained
John
McGinnis, head of security at
M arquette
U niversity
in
M ilw aukee, whose unarmed
officers currently are fighting to
become commissioned by the state
and thus qualified to carry guns.
On the other hand, many students
at M illersville U niversity of
Pennsylvania, where a debate to
arm officers has been raging for
years, “I don’t see any reason for
(campus) police to carry guns,”
reported Doug Killough, a member

o f M illersville’s student
government.
Nevertheless, scores of
schools are considering it.
The State University of
New York system , the
U niversity of M ichigan,
C alifornia U niversity of
Pennsylvania, Millersville,
Marquette and Mesa State
College all have considered
whether to commission their
officers and allow them to
carry guns this year.
Part of the reason campus
police want more power
comes from an increased use
of weapons in crimes on
college campuses, said John
C arpenter, public safety
officer for San Diego State
University and a former
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president of the International
Association of Campus Law
Enforcement A dm inistrators
(IACLEA).
“We have an arsenal here” of
the arm s confiscated from
campus criminals, Carpenter
said.
Moreover, Carpenter added,
“It’s really frustrating” for
college police who don’t have
the power to arrest criminals, or
carry a gun, yet still must
confront serious crim es on
campus.
See GUNSp.3
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Cutting Costs to Keep
Tuition Rates Down
(CPS) - Concerned by tuition
rales that have outpaced inflation
in the last decade. Education
Secretary Lauro F. Cavazos
called on college administrators
to cut costs to keep prices down.
The secretary went so far as to
suggest schools might cut entire
departments to slow rising tui
tion rates.
“If we are to keep higher edu
cation affordable, colleges and
universities are going to have to
make serious efforts to control
costs,” Cavazos said at a press
conference Nov. 26.
At the same conference, Ca
vazos introduced a handbook
titled “Tough Choices: A Guide
to Administrative Cost Manage
ment in Colleges and Universi
ties,” in which he suggests ad
ministrators try to cut costs.
He suggested combining or
eliminating departments, drop
ping certain athletic programs
and sharing services with other
insutuuons.
Cavazos praised a report com
missioned by Howard University
in Washington D.C., which de
fines the school’s missions and
urges, among other things, How
ard to combine or dissolve sev
eral programs.
“That’s exactly what I'm talk
ing about,” he said. "Those are
the tough choices they are going
to make there.”
However, some administrators
say they’ve already gotten as
tough as they can.
Mike Goins, financial vice
president at California’s Univcr-

sity of the Pacific, said much of
his school’s spending goes to
ward meeting federal regula
tions.
“They can’t have it both
ways,” Goins said of the federal
government.
‘The report is kind of gen
eral,” said David Merkowitz,
spokesman for the American
Council on Education (ACE), a

trade group for college presi
dents.
“Most of what’s in the report
is already going on,” Merkowitz
added.
Moreover, students and pro
fessors have bitterly resisted ef
forts to implement some of Ca
vazos’ suggestions.
In early November, Kansas
State University President Jon
Wefald scrapped a cost-cutting
proposal to eliminate some pro
grams after as many as 2,000
students and professors at the
school protested.

GUNS from p.2
There has indeed been an
uncanny series of major league
crimes for campus officers to
battle this fall.
Since the (still-unsolved)
murders of five students in
G ainesville, Fla., in late
August, campus cops have had
to face arsons, frightening riots,
murders, assaults and other
felonies at Lock Haven
University, the State University
of New York at Buffalo,
Delaware State College, and the
universities ol Ilhnois-Urbana,
and California at Berkley
“Most
colleges
and
universities can’t control who
"the bad people are, and whether
they come on cam pus,”
obseived Richard Leonard,
security d u e l at Oakland
University in Michigan, where
police have carried guns for 20
years.
It’s been 13 years, Leonard
added, since a campus officer at
Oakland “had to discharge a
weapon in enforcing the law.”
“It’s good they are carrying
g u n s ,”
affirmed Oakland
student Amy Nida "It makes
the students feel safer.”
But 30 minutes away at the
University of Michigan, 250
students in September protested
UM’s decision to arm its police
officers.
Students
"a re n ’t
knowledgeable about what
com m issioning
entails,"
claimed John Serpc, student
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Howard’s reorganization also
is causing controversy.
“Some people like it and some
people don’t,” said spokesman
Allan Hermesch.
ACE’s Merkowitz doesn’t
think all schools will be able the
make the “lough choices” Ca
vazos wants.
“A lot of schools, especially
the smaller private institutions,
are pretty tight ships now,” he
said. “Large institutions with
large budgets have the flexibility
to do those types of things (that
Cavazos suggested).”

PHOTO BY: ERIK HOLLADAY
body president at Marquette,
where the campus is divided
over a proposal to give iheir
police more powers.
Similarly, about 49 percent of
the students at Millcrsvillc Stale
said they opposed a campus
police proposal to carry guns,
citing worries that guns could
lead to tragic accidents and that
there wasn’t enough serious
crimes to warrant firearms.
In a poll by the Snapper,
Millcrsvilie’s student paper, 45
percent of the students supported
the proposal. They gave such
reasons such as self defense and
an increase in violent crime on
campus.
"A student asked, ’ how can
you protect us when you can’t
even protect yourselves?’” said
M illcrsvillc police director
Wayne Silcox in explaining win
his department wants guns.
Silcox said campus oilicers
have been reintroducing the
proposal each year since I'hXo,
when a student was subbed In
an assailant.
Unlike many other schools
this fall, however, Millcrsvillc
decide no to adopt guns.
"A small majority (ol the
campus) would rather not” have
armed police on cam pus,
explained President Dr. Joseph
Caputo in turning down the
proposal in September.
But campus police argue they
don’t have the tools of powers
they need to battle the current

Freshman Eric Imbault sells his books back. The "Book Buy Back" wwas carried over to this
semester from the sixth through the eigth

eollege crime wave.
"You’ve got to give (campus
police) the equipment to enforce
the law,” said San Diego’s
Carpenter.
Even at an urban campus like
Marquette, police don’t have
arrest powers. They can only
hold suspects until Milwaukee
police can arrive to make an
arrest.
“If they are law enforcement

officers and requisite training is
offered, then they should be
armed,” asserts David Stormer,
president of 1ACLEA.
Whether a campus security
force has the powers to arrest
and carry weapons may affect
who suys on the force.
In August, Lt. Robert Fey left
Iowa Suite University because
administrators would not allow
campus police to carry weapons.

‘‘‘ 111 u

Not carrying weapons “does
not create a stressful situation for
the officers,” said Millersville’s
Silcox.
Whether or not armed police
actually scare away crime, the
controversy typically does not
fade away once officers get their
weapons. “ I don’t think many
students know they carry guns,
noted Oakland student Nida.
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Grand Valley Apartments
wants to wish
all students
good luck this semester
We also remind you ro be smart, study hard
and
Don’t Drink & Drive!
PS. If you are looking (or a place to live, give us a call
Some students are still looking for roommates.
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Time To Get Your Priorities Straight
By Rob Bennett
Opinion Editor

Herein Lies the Freedom
Dear Mr. Stovall:
It is not the American flag that is the symbol of our country’s
beliefs. The true symbol of America is the vote. The flag is a piece of
cloth with stars and stripes; it is the representation of our freedom and
the hope to reach the dream when all people not just men, shall be
equal. Yet, the flag cannot change a law, cannot get people to listen,
to think and react
It is time to evaluate ourselves, as American people, over such futile
arguments whether or not the flag should be burned. It is not the
American flag that once “stood for racism, poverty, corruption, and
injustice.” In the past, it was the vote that was abused by shadows of
racism, corruption, poverty, and injustice. Now, the shadows have
been lifted. The United States Constitution presendy gives men and
women of every religion, color, and income the right to vote. A vote
costs nothing; the freedom of speech it provides is priceless.
As one great American said August 28,1963:
“I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the
true meaning of its creed. ‘We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal.’ This will be the day when all of God’s
children will be able to sing with new meaning ‘My country ’tis of
thee... Let Freedom Ring.”
We are all God’s children. We are all Americans. To fulfill our
dreams we must set aside such stone-throwing arguments as whether
or not to bum the flag. Instead, we must use the true symbol of this
country and vote to make our individual dreams reality.
Beth Grienke
Audra Lousias

Who's Right? Who's Wrong?
Rather than inspiring, the presentation of pseudo-racial issues was
enlightening only in so far as the pettiness of the views expressed. It
would seem that many feel that racism is alive and well at GVSU, and
are quick to cite examples. In opposition many feel that it is virtually
non-cxistant. While in fact, neither and .both are true. If one perceives
racism, then truly it exists; conversely if one doesn’t, then subse
quently it does not exist. The truth of this statement lies in the mere
perception of the truth rather than the reality of circumstances or situ
ations which may or may not warrant the term. Thus it would seem
that for some, perception of truth is construed as truth. The fact that
racism exists at GVSU is a moot contention in that in that, it exists in
American society and GVSU reflects that society. However, it is not a
matter of public or academic policy.
Pursuant to your poll, apparently
most European-Americans do not
feel racism exists to any large ex
tent at GVSU. I’m astounded!
Certainly, European-Americans can
comprehend overt racism, yet, how
could they understand or perceive
the subtle racism never having en
countered it on a scale commensu
rate to African-American experi-

1990. Like any other year,
full of ups and downs. Our
economy seemed to crumble
before our very eyes.
The
environment deteriorated even
further in 1990. East and West
Germany were reunified to make
Germany one country again.
The resignation of both British
Prim e M inister M argaret
Thatcher and Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze.
The phrase “Read my lips, no
new taxes!", became President
Bush’s political epitaph as a new
federal tax on alcohol and
tobacco was levied for the start
of 1991. Judge David Souter
became the newest addition to
the Supreme Court, and perhaps
the biggest story of 1990, the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait
Now, in the season o f peace,
hundreds of thousands o f
American troops are poised on
the brink of war. Yet in the state
of Michigan, most notably in the
metro-Detrait area, another story

has emerged to become the
biggest news story of the year.
The fact that a human interest
story o f this magnitude has
received this amount of attention
is nothing short of ludicrous.
Of course I am speaking of the
“firin g ” o f E rnie H arw ell.
Harwell is best known as the
voice of the Detroit Tigers, for
over thirty years, Harwell has
covered the Tigers for WJR
radio, Detroit’s most prominent
AM radio station. Now, after
years of service, Harwell has
announced that this year will be
his last as the radio voice of the
Detroit Tigers. This decision
was probably made by one of
three people; Bo Schembechler,
President of the Tigers who was
hired in the spring of 1989. His
main objective, to change the
image of the Tigers.
Tom
Monagham, owner of the Tigers.
Monagham has kept a low
profile since this story broke
shortly before Christmas. Or
Jim Long, General Manager of
WJR radio. Just this week, Long
told the press that he had wanted

Put Up or Shut Up
To Whom it may concern:
I am a student in the History
Department and have been ex
periencing some difficulty in
understanding the various posi
tions taken by my fellow stu
dents on the Gulf Crisis. I
think it is time for some practi
cal, level-headed thinking, and
not pretending to be the expert
none of us are.

The facts are simple, in war,
people die. This is a fact that my
colleagues have taken lightly. I
really think that we should con
tinue sanctions against the gov
ernment in Iraq, and if hostilities
arise, then we should be pre
pared to fight. It seems as
though my fellow students are
ready to send our soldiers into
combat while they sit in their

to fire Harwell at the end of last
season but Bo Schembechler
insisted on another season.
No one can dispute the fact
that this lory is interesting and
that the decision to fire Harwell
may very well have been a bad
decision, but when the United
States has close to half-a-million
troops in the M iddle East
preparing for possible combat in
less than three weeks, you
cannot cover the Ernie Harwell
story for twenty minutes on your
local news broadcast when you
only have thirty minutes to cover
the news. You simply can’t and
shouldn’t do i t
It seems the priorities of this
country are a little confused, and
I’m not just talking about the
Ernie Harwell story. Comedian
Dennis Miller recently said, in
his HBO comedy special, about
anti-fur activists in New York,
“I’ve seen these people step over
a person lying in a puddle of his
own piss just so they can throw a
cup o f red paint on someone
wearing a fur coat.” Sure it’s
See EDITORIAL p.5

classrooms completely pro
tected. Let’s think about this
people, this is not a movie.
1 am far from being a paci
fist. I believe we should stand
strong and not be pushed
around by the Arabs. But
let’s try everything before tak
ing that final step into war.
And a last point. For those
of you so quick to push our
boys into war.... ENLIST!
Sincerely,
Jeffrey D. Roshak

HcW LIBERALS PLAN Tb REDOCE TEEN-AGE PREGNANCY

See RIGHT p.5

A b stin en ce R em ains
th e Best
P reven tative
M easu re
Dear Editor
Once again Tom Scholten has
perpetuated the Planned Parent
hood myth that SIDs (and preg
nancies) are best prevented by
using condoms, having one sex
partner and having good hy
giene. He neglected to mention
that the BEST approach to
avoiding SIDs is abstinence.
Not mentioning this, especially
after he noted that the increase in
SIDs parallels the increase in
premarital sex, is inexcusable.
See BEST p.5

CONTRACEPTIVES
ANO INSTRUCTION ON HOW
TO
"THEM ’

p r o v id e f r e e

January 9,1991 The Lanthom
RIGHT from p.4 -----------------

Angered By Biased
Coverage
Dear Editor,
In your November 21, 1990
Lanthom, the leading article of
the day was on guest speaker
Leanne McCoy. Also on cam
pus, was another guest speaker,
Sarah Weddington, which the
Lanthom foiled to cover.
Do the writers of the Lanthom
hope to “grow up” to become
professional news writers? At
the very least, you should have
said SOMETHING about the

most news worthy woman to
speak on our campus this year. I
am appalled at your biased, un
professional reporting. I will
still pick up the Lanthom, if just
to line the litter box.
(But you did include a very
nice picture, even if you never
let anyone know who Ms. Wed
dington was. Can’t your photog
rapher write?)
Sincerely,
Peggy S. Kmpinski

~ \

Something To
Think About...
"A great teacher never strives to explain his
vision — he simply invites you to stand beside
him and see fo r yourself
— The Reverend R. Inman

©
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ence, that it is On an almost daily
homicide” and the like. Thus
basis. Furthermore, the state
every incident cannot possibly
ment that I know minorities that
be termed racist whether it con
agree with me (specifically Ko
tradicts the agenda of a group or
rean and Black). Indeed, this
is disadvantageous to one of its
sounds much like the oft used
constituent members. Further
“I’m. not prejudiced, because I
more, one must distinguish be*
have a black friend." This atti
tween actions taken against an
tude is dangerous in that it is as
individual as an individual, and
if having a minority for a friend
actions taken against an individ
presumes that one is not racist
ual because he or sh^is a mem
by association. In actuality it
ber of a particular group. Con
does not demonstrate an absence
versely, any action benefiting
of racism but, by its very token
another group or an individual of
ism, advocates racism by de
the same, although not specifi
fault Much like the '‘whitecally benefiting your group is
boy” who admires Africannot by definition automatically
Americans to such an extent that
racist.
he seeks to become like them,
Undoubtedly, various presen
but who only succeeds in emu
tations were misperceptions of
lating his perception o f them.
African-Americans and Euro
Therefore it becomes not a com
pean-Americans (not intended to
pliment but an insult, in that he
dismiss any other groups). At
demonstrates his perception that
GVSU, clearly the danger lies
not in overt racism, but in mis
all blacks are like this. Thus, the
compliment becomes an insult
perceptions and a lack of knowl
edge and understanding. To this
and the admiration is distorted to
revulsion.
extent the Black Student Union
is correct that some sensitivity is
Then again, clearly every inci
required, ergo, a seminar is ad
dent cannot be racist Acts of
apparent restriction or prejudice
vantageous. Yet then the reverse
must also he lenirimaiiv that Af
generally have assorted motiva
rican-Americans often fail to
tions, therefore, it is unfair to la
understand European-American
bel them under one category.
anxiety. Furthermore, much of
For example, if the word murder
the time European-Americans
would be used to cover all situ
fail to adequately appreciate and
ations where one man has killed
understand African-American
another. This would do away
sensibilities and the true nature
with such recognized degrees as
of American racism. However,
“self-defense”, “accidental

11 n

The Opinion section
is a section devoted to
expressing the per
sonal views of mem
bers of the GVSU
community.
Letters
should be addressed to
the Opinion Editor,
Lanthorn, K irkhof
Center. Anonymous
opinions will not be
printed. For purposes
of verification only,
phone numbers and
student ID numbers
must accompany
ters.
Please limit letters to
300 words.
The
Lanthorn reserves the
right to edit for space
and readability.

EDITORIAL from p.4

African-Americans also occa
sionally foil to see that there is
no monolithic white conspiracy
against them, and that every act
cannot be construed as racist.
Although it may seem superfi
cial and overdone to invoke Dr.
Martin Luther King, please per
mit me to say that he fought for
opportunities and privileges for
die disadvantaged that didn’t
come with their responsibilities
as citizens. Therefore, to honor
his dream, we as students should
be concentrating on our studies
and not trying to expose every
perceived example of racism.
Although, Malcolm X was cor
rect in his contention that the
figjtt against racism must never
end- and it Probably never will.
The value o f their sacrifice lies
not in our continued vigilance
but in our very success both so
cially sad economically. Thus,
success must be measured in
terms of education and social
mobility, and what we do now
will be reflected in the future.
L et’s stop looking for the
boogey-man, but combat racism
where it conclusively exists, and
concentrate on furthering our
selves. This effort will draw a
wider appeal among all seg
ments of GVSU rather than a
narrow separatist advocacy, and
will advance the cause of egali
tarianism on this campus.
John Rozema

-------

funny but the really funny thing
about it is it’s often true. Take
“activist” Sally Strothers for
example, she’s on TV almost
every week telling us how we
have to save the starving
children and that we have to
save the world yet it looks as if
she uses enough hair spray to put
another hole in the ozone layer
herself.
Too many people contradict
themselves these days with both
their words and their actions.

Take P resid en t Bush for
example, “...no new taxes!”
Also a letter that appears in this
section of the Lanthom, reacting
to a recent ppll on racial matters
on campus, doesn’t clearly
support one argument or the
other, and after the letter one
might wonder exactly what point
the writer was trying to make.
It’s time to straighten out our
priorities, both as individuals
and as a nation.

BEST from p.4
In effect he is condoning the ir
responsible sexual activity of
college students.
If he believes in this, that is
fine. But an article which is pre
sumably meant to be informative
and objective should not exclude
other viable means of preventa
tive measures, though they may

not agree with Tom’s own mor
als or lack thereof.
I have enclosed a recent car
toon which summarizes this Lib
eral attem pt to manipulate
women. Thank you for your
time.
Sincerely,
David C. Slater

ON ALL YOUR NEEDED SUPPLIES.

*
*
*
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Present your class “needs list” when
making your purchase!
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CHEMICALS
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CD

LOW PRICES & CONVENIENT LOCATIONS!
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Deluca Proves To Be A Real Crowd Pleaser
—
By Sieve IJngrev
Campus Life Writer

You are under
nty [xiwcr...
Look at this ar
ticle closely.
As
you continue read
ing it you will be
gin to feel sleepy...
when I count to
three you will
awaken and con
tinue reading this
review of Tom DeLuca.
You will
read to the very
end... It will be the
best thing that you
ever read.
One,
two, three.
Picture if you
will hypnotist Tom
DeLuca returning
for a seventh year
of fun and laughs
here at Grand Val
ley.
Remember
that he started out
Tom Deluca hypnotizes several Grand Valley students.
his show with about
20 minutes of mind-reading
hot and cold within two minutes
and Hooker’s Funeral Home.
dem onstrations,
including
Now sit back and relax, because
... hey, it’s okay. If you’re too
thinking of a shape; Bermuda
cold just snuggle up to the per
you’re going on the ride of your
comes to mind here.
life.
son next to you.
Recall that a hospitality man
Tom’s show can knock out
1 feel this need to clear my
agement major came up on
anyone, even the president of
throat all the time., what’s that?
stage for a demo and was asked
Student Senate, who stuttered on
Your seat's getting uncomfort
where she’d be waitressing for
her own name.
able? How did you end up on the
the rest of her life. Stare in awe
floor?
Pay no attention to certain
as you watch her pick the cor
people who didn’t volunteer lor
During this one hour if you
reel card out of a deck of cards.
hypnosis; Lainic, are you read
were cuckoo for Cocoa Puffs,
Oh, and try to forget that Dcing this? Oh well... with a snap
forgot how to add, showed off
L.uca tore up our beloved Lanof my fingers we’re off. During
your body and said you worked
thorn for one of his demos.
the course of one hour I will
out with Cory, admitted you
You will forget. I will make
make you remember events from
loved Hong Kong Phooey, and
you forget.
your past.
turned to look when Bobby
Remember his hilarious slide
Remember that 1 will make
Brady signed autographs, you’re
show filled with fun places to
you drive your own cool car, feel
just fine.
visit like George Duh, Attorney

WedurMliiy;
7:15 p in.: Intcrvarsily
Christian Fellowship,
Kleiner B
9 p in.: Mid-Week Bible
Study, 224 Commons

Campus
Calendar
F o r : Ja n u a ry 9 - 1 6

!

IXLikLL
8 a.in.- 6 p.m.: Food for
Thought Fasting Program,
Galley & Commons
(Huidity;
10-30 a m : Dialogue
Worship Service, Portside,
Kirkhof
6:30 p in.: Catholic Mass,
132 lake Huron Hall
Monday;
Black Student Union March
Sabbatical Exhibit: Dellas
Henke, ( alder Galley (thru
2A7i

I
y

Tuesday
8 -1 1 p.m.: Candlelight Vigil/1 Birthday Party,
Promenade Deck, Kirkhof
-sponsored by Martin Luther King Jr Committee

Noon & 4 p.m.: Excellence m Leadership: Goal Setting,
Portside, Kirkhof (& 7 p.m. in Kleiner)
7; 15 p.m.: Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, Kleiner B
9 p.m.: Mid-week Bible Study, 2?4 Commons
9 p.m.: UPB Blockbuster Series: Always. 132 LHH

PHOTO BY JASON DENNY
I want to thank you for attend
ing... hey, don’t talk gibberish on
me! Whatever you do, don’t feel
blue when you read this review...
you said it sucked? Hey, why’s
everybody dancing to the Ham
mer? I’m losing it. I belter bring
you out.
Before 1 snap my lingers, I
will tell you that January 24 is
the next show, with David Mis
ter returning for an encore per
formance. When 1 snap my fin
gers, you will love this article
unul your dying day and go on
to the next one.
Snap...

Black Student
Enrolement
Plateaus Since
the Mid-70's

"\

(CPS) - Black student col
lege enrollment has stayed
stagnant, but has not declined
during the past 15 years, a
study by the Rand Corpora
tion released November 13
maintained.
The claim refutes a slew of
reports of a decade-long slide
in minority student enroll
ments, particularly among
black males.
But black students still
make up about the same per
centage of the student body as
they did in the mid-1970s,
when minority enrollments
peaked, asserted researcher
Daniel Korea in “Trends in
the PosLsccondary Enrollment
of Minorities” for Rand, a
California-based think lank.
Korea argues the propor
tion of black 18 to 24-yearolds now in college is roughly
in the same 20- 10-22 percent
range as it was in the mid-70s.
But 40 percent of the
people in college, he added,
arc older than 24.
Many other studies have ar
gued that fewer minority stu
dents arc enrolling in college.
Most recently, the US De
partment of Education in Sep
tember reported that minority
enrollment increased only 2
percent over a decade, to IX
percent of the American stu
dent body in ll)88 from 16
percent in ld7X
K orea, however, argued
lhat ihe reason wasn't lower
black students, but more
Sec BLACK n.7

Sorority Rush Begins
B v A m i Aijlst rna
Campus Lite Wiea
I he Rush is on for Grand
Valley women ibis weekend'
Beginning Friday ai 5 p.m all
interested women will he able to
sample a little hit ol Creek Ide
through Sorority Rush
Rush is considered ihe lns|
phase o! the recruitment |ienod
in which Greek women's organi
zations strive io increase their
membership
I he establishment of Grand
Valley s Panhellemc Council at
the fx'gmmng ol the 19X9-00
school year brought about
changes m the wav in which so
roritics are governed and there
fore al lev led iheir recruitment
techniques V\ tide in the past so
rorities were allowed to Rush biannuallv. they now onlv Rush
during the W inter semester

According to Michelle
Buchan, Vico President ol
Panhellemc Council and cixirdi
nator ol Sorority Rush, between
80 and 1(X) women arc expected
lor this weekend’s festivities.
' I his is our first year using
a deterred (second semester'
Rush. We hope it is successful,”
said Buchan.
I he registration period,
which has a lee ol $5, kicks oil
the three day event on Friday at
S p.m. in the Kirkhot Center
Following tins, each woman will
attend four Rush "parties" where
she will become acquainted wall
the benefits and financial obliga
lions ,q each ol Grand Valiev's
lour national sororities, Aljiha
Sigma I an. Alpha Omieron Pi,
IX'iLa Zeta, and Sigma Sigma
Sigma.
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Comedy Shows in Demand on
Campuses across the Nation

Students Activated for Military Duty
By A udra Lousias
Campus Life Writer

(CPS) - Students steal his
ida’s 1989 homecoming cele
posters. They flock to cam
bration, he performed before
puses to see him, and when
a crowd of at least 70,000.
they do, they give him stand
“That was a major mo
ing ovations.
ment,’’ he said. “It’s the big
With 40 percent of his tour
gest audience I ’ve had. You
dates at colleges and univer
can’t get much bigger unless
sities, Richard Jeni has be
you are the Pope.”
come one o f the hottest acts
While touring, Jeni has had
to hit college campuses.
the opportunity to observe
He’s not alortb. Comedy en
college life. He has formed a
few opinions about todays
tertainment is fast becoming
students.
one of the most-demanded
genres by col
F o r
example:
legians, observers say.
The male
“I think it’s
c o lle g e
s tu d e n t
grown am az
I think it's grown
of today
ingly in the
"tends to
last
five amazingly in the last
own
a
years,”
af
Lou five years.
d is p ro firm ed
p o rtio n Ross o f the
•Lou Ross
a t e
National Asso
:
'
•
a
m ount
_________
ciation
fo r
of
really
Cam pus A c■"
rid ic u 
tivitics.
lous-looking,
too-large
While Jeni is "one of the
shorts.
It's like a lot of
more popular,’’ even un
manufacturers got a large run
known comics arc attracting
of bad shorts, so they took
hordes o f students, Ross
them to campus."
says.
Jeni didn't plan to become
“ S tudents will take a
a comedian. His career be
chance and show up and see”
gan only because he hap
lesser-known comics, Ross
pened to accompany his girl
said.
friend when she went to write
With higher drinking ages,
an article for her college
most students have had to
newspaper about amateur
look for an alternative to the
flight at Pips, a comedy club
bar scene, and many campus
in Brooklyn’s Shbepshead
entertainment programmers
Bay.
arc tuning to comedy to draw
When his girlfriend chal
students out, Ross said.
lenged
him to take the stage,
Although Jeni performs for
he
did.
And even though the
many non-college audiences,
audience
was small by the
he prefers the campus tours,
time
he
took
the stage, he still
and spends 40 percent of his
bombed.
showtime on the collegiate
But he returned the next
circuit.
week, and bombed again.
College audiences “are
He got hooked on the com
usually better. In a college
edy scene and continued this
situation there is not as much
cycle for about a year.
drinking so the audience is
“There was something irre
more alert,” the comedian
sistible about getting laughs.
said.
No matter how few. By say
“And when you go to a ru
ing things in the dark, I was
ral school (the students) are
learning to be a comedian
excited to see anyone. When
and
doing great with women
you spend all day poking
all
at
the same time. I knew
around in the yeast culture,
then
and
there it was a great
you’re excited/
career move.”
At the University of Flor

BLACK from p . 6 ---------------white female students.
A greater percentage o f white
women, he said, go to college
now Lhan in the past.
“Looked at more closely,
then, the enrollment trends are
not anomalous. Rather, it is
white females who are un
usual.”
Koretz argued there is still a
difference between black and
white enrollment patterns, add
ing they could be narrowed by
addressing “The inequities and
difficulties confronting many
minority students years before
the lime for the transition to
higher education.”

John Dubinsky Jr. and Jeffrey
Ridley didn’t spend Christinas
with family and friends. They
spent the holidays wondering if
they were going to Saudi Arabia.
Dubinsky and Ridley, along
with several other Grand Valley
State University students, were
called to active duty in support
of Operation Desert Shield. At
least 34 GVSU students have
withdrawn from classes in order
to serve active duty, and there
may be even more who with
drew stating a reason, said Lynn
Blue, GVSU registrar.
An estimated 400,000 Ameri
can troops will be in the Persian
Gulf by January, according to a
Detroit Free Press article. Du
binsky and Ridley are in the
United States Marine Corps in
the same reserve company, A-l
24th Infantry based in Grand
Rapids.
Ridley, 19, of Detroit, trans
ferred to the Grand Rapids com
pany because of the long com
mute he would have had to en
dure once a month with a Detroit
company.
“When I heard that Battle
Creek companies were being
called, I knew it wouldn’t be
long (before we were called),”
Ridley said.
Ridley and Dubinsky were
scheduled to leave December 9
for Camp Pendleton in Califor
nia.
“We’ll be there for anywhere
from two days to two weeks,”
Ridley said. “It will either be a
refresher or a stop-over before
being shipped somewhere else.
They tell us when we need to
know.”
Dubinsky and Ridley both
have heard Tumors they will ei

In the Decem
ber 5 review of the
"Messiah” concert, the
names of soloists David
M ayer
an d '
Dale
S chriem er w ere re 
versed, and Mayer was
incorrectly credited with
Schriemer’s solo. The
L anthorn
sincerely
apologizes for die m i s ®
take.
>'

*

ther be sent to Okinawa or the
Phillipines. “We may just go
and replace active troops who
have already been sent to Saudi
Arabia,” said Pfc. Dubinsky.
As a reservist, Ridley is a
lance corporal. In his civvies,
he’s a freshman majoring in his
tory. He nervously flips through
his address book mumbling
about the importance of finding
a number. “There are a lot of
people back home that I haven’t
told yet," said Ridley. “I have to
say good-bye."
Dubinsky, who is also 19,
calls Grand Rapids home. He is
a freshman majoring in resource
management at GVSU.
Dubinsky’s brush cut and rigid
stance reflect his readiness to
serve.
“I’m pumped. I’m excited,"
declared Dubinsky. “This will
definitely be an opportunity of a
lifetime:”
When asked if scared, he said
“No. It’s an honor. So many
other men have died in battle.
It’s the least I can do.”
Perhaps Dubinsky’s confi
dence stems from his opinion
concerning warfare. “I don’t
think we’ll see action,” he ex
plained. “We probably won’t
even make it to Saudi Arabia.”
Ridley is not as optimistic.
“My gut instinct says I’m not
coming home,” said Ridley.
“I’m preparing myself for i t ”
He is certain there will be a war
and he>will be a part of i t
Ridley has a bag with pictures
of friends, good luck pieces and
other personal memorabalia that
he says “will be with me every
step of the way.”
“I don’t want to go, but I have
to do what I can for my country.
I don’t want to go," he repeated,
shaking his head and looking at
the floor.

At foe same time, Ridley ech
oes many other soldiers. "This
is the best country in the world
and I wouldn’t want to be in any
other.”
“Many reservists see being
called' to active duty as an act of
patriotism,” said an Army re
cruiter. “It’s something they
don’t really feel here — its’ a
chance to prove their patriot
ism.”
, '
“I joined the Marines for the
challenge and discipline; the pay
is also a big plus,” Ridley said.
“It really helps me pay for
school to get the education that I
want.”
Dubinsky said he didn’t join
for the college money. “I joined
to be a part of the Marine
Corps,” he stated emphatically.
“Semper Fi (always faithful).”
“I think a lot of people join the
reserves for the money,” said
Jennifer Barnes, a junior major
ing in nursing. Barnes’ brother,
Doug,
and
sister-in -law ,
Yvonne, joined the National
Guard Reserves for extra money
after the birth of their daughter,
Amanda — and both have been
activated.
“My brother and sister-in-law
really regret it now," Barnes
said, adding that the two rela
tives are waiting in Wisconsin
on their way to Saudi Arabia.
“They’re beginning to realize
they may never see their daugh
ter again.”
Ridley and Dubinsky both said
the hardest thing about being ac
tivated is leaving their families
at home. Both are the only son in
their families.
“It’s tough leaving because I
won’t be able to be with my
niece during her first Christ
mas,” Ridley said.
Dubinsky and Ridley are
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STAFF WANTED working
/• with youth who have special
needs one weekend per month
/ in a camp setting. Paid posi
tion. Possibly more work in
future. Great experience.
Internships available. Con
tact Mark Habermas, Eagle
Village, Inc., 616 832-2234.

National marketing firms seeks
mature student to manage oncampus promotions for top com
panies this school year. Flexible
hours with earning potential to
$2,500 per semester. Must be or
ganized, hardworking and money
motivated. Call Marcy C. at (800)
592-2121, E xt 123.

ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const., fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Up to
$7,000 mth. CALL NOW!
206-748-7544 ExL A-438

CLASSIFIED ADS wanted for
The Lanthom. $3.00 for the first
15 words. 150 for each additional
word. $1-00 for border. All ads
must be prepaid. The Lanthom
office is located in the lower level
of Kirkhof Center. Send ads to
The Lanthom. Grand Valley State
Universtiy, Allendale, MI 49401.
Deadline is six days prior to
publication (Thursday at 5 pm).
Special GVSU Student Rate:
$1.00 for the first 10 words,
(Minimum charge).

FREE SPRING BREAK
VACATIONTOCANCUN
&
PANAMA
CITY
BEACH!
Organize a grouporcampuswide event! Earn Commis
sions & Free Trips! Call:
(800)826-9100

y/

u
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F u n d ra is e rs
Best Fundraiser On-Cam
pus! Looking for a frater
nity, sorority or student or
ganization that would like to
earn 4500-$ 1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing
project Must be organized
and hardworking.
Call
Marcy or Monica at (800)
592-2121, E xt 123.
P e r s o n a ls
ALONE? Lookingfor some
one to love?? Choose dates
from portfolios with photos.
Prompt. Safe. Private. Fun.
Free registration for students.
Calf FRIENDSHIP FIND
ERS for free brochure or no
obligation appointment 455-3177. Serving singles
since 1978.
1/
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By Amy Lutz

r '

“Hey, is that h o ? ”
“No, it can’t be, can it?”
“Well, I don’t think it is be
cause she looks so, so— mel
low."
“Yeah. She does. Wow, she
really does. It’s amazing! I
wonder how she did i t ”
“Let’s ask her!"
“Hey, Amy!”
“Hi guys! What’s shakin’
quakies?”
“We were just noticing that
you lode different”
“Well, that would have to be
my new-found mellowness!"
“We thought so. What’s your
secret?”
“I took that challenge! I used
the new Make Me Mellow K it
It is from the makers of The
Clapper and Chia Pet so I knew
it would be a quality product
“Wow! can you give us some
pointers?”
“ W hy sure! It tells the

stressed-out, hyperactive and
mentally exhausted how to re
duce stress and regain con
sciousness in the world. The
best time to use this magnificent
kit is when you have a couple of
weeks free. Winter break worked
out great
If you have a pet, just spend
some extra time with i t I had a
very fulfilling time cat-bonding
with Biddy.
If you have any desire to bake
or to try baking, chocolate chip
cookies encourage patience
while baking but still give the
edge o f life in the fast lane if you
choose to watch the mixer, on
top speed, go around and around
and «ound.”
“What else? What else?”
“Soap operas.”
"What operas?”
“Soap operas. They emphasize
relaxation and encourage naps.
My personal favorite was the

Mariey/Vickie storyline on An
other World.
One other important step is to
buy a date book that is a monthat-a-glance rather than the stress
ful week-at-a-glance. It gives
you a brighter outlook on things
to come and will not let you
schedule appointments hour by
hour. Day by day is less stress“Wow. That’s really helpful!
You’ve given us a start on lead
ing a life with less stress and
more relaxation.”
“There’s more, much more. I
would recommend finding out
for yourself. It was the Make Me
Mellow K it To order call 1-9006 MELLOW. Each kit costs
$19.91 and another $19.91 is
added for the call. But it’s worth
it! One main stipulation is that it
is only proven effective if you
are graduating on April 27,
1991!

By Rob Bennett

Director Francis Ford Coppola
has once again given us another
chapter in the life of America’s
premier criminal family, the
Corleones. This time around,
the year is 1979 and the story fo
cuses again on Michael Corleone
(A1 Pacino), the aging, diabetic
Don whose one remaining wish
is to go legit. But after a lifetime
of murder, treachery and be
trayal, Michael finds his goal
harder and harder to attain.
First, his only son Anthony
(Franc D’Ambrosia) decides that
he wants nothing to do with the
family business and goes on to
pursue a career in music.
Next, Michael’s illegitimate
nephew Vincent Mancini (Andy
Garcia) comes forward wishing
to work for Michael, only Vin
cent has no experience outside of
being a common hood, whereas
Michael no longer needs muscle,
he needs lawyers and account
ants.
Thirdly, the man whom Mi
chael has left in charge of his
criminal enterprises, Joey Zasa
(Joe Mantegna), has been ac
cused of selling drugs in Little
Italy, something the Corleone’s
are strongly against.
Lastly, Michael wants to gain
control of a European corpora

tion known as International Immobiliare of which there are thir
teen directors. Michael already
controls six of the votes on the
board but wishes to control one
more in order to gain control of
Immobiliare. The problem is
that the swing vote is controlled
by the Vatican. No problem for
Michael who goes to visit the
Archbishop Gilday whom is the
Vatican’s banking officer.
At the meeting, Gilday tells
Michael that he has lost over
$700 million of the church’s
money. Michael offers to give
the Archbishop $600 million and
in doing so gains control of the
swing vote he needs for Interna
tional Immobiliare. Everything
seems okay until his money dis
appears and someone hires an

assassin to kill Michael. As it
turns out, the Vatican bankers
are just as corrupt as the Mafia
ever was.
The climax of the film is in
Sicily as the family attends An
thony’s operatic debut in Pietro
M ascagni’s
Cavalleria
Rusticana, meanwhile, Pope
Paul VI has recently passed
away and the new pope, John
Paul I, has been sweeping house
and weeding out the corrupt
members of the Vatican. As Mi
chael slates, “It isn’t healthy to
be an honest man.” As we all
know of course the new pope
died under mysterious circum
stances.
The blend of history and fic
tion in The Godfather Part III
See MOVIES p .ll

10. Flatliners
« * *

- Interesung

5. Presumed Innocent - Suspens® to Ihe end.

9. The Guardian - New and
M

4. Hunt fo r Red October -N o
frills, no fuss, just good

. ,v
.. ,
,
■_
8. Sibling Rivalry - Sex with a
corpse? Funny!
7. Handmaiden's Tale - You
need to read the book.
6. Mr. Destiny - Wonderful
moral.

named Notre Dame’s “Cheer,
Cheer for Old Notre Dame," the
University of Michigan’s “The
Victors,” and the University of
Wisconsin’s “On Wisconsin” the
top three fight songs in America.
A good fight song, Studwell
said, must have a strong beat,
movement and be able to excite
a crowd.
__It js also nice if the crowd

3. Always ■ Never cried so
hard.
2. Ghost - You knew this was
coming.
A n d # U s: Pretty Woman
What a surprise!

By Chris Flisek

, Hey kids! Yes, it’s me, yer
ever lovin’ reviewer of things
you’ve never heard of. Well,
this first article is gonna be a bit
different,y’see, I didn’t know I
had to have an article so soon so
I’m just gonna make this up as I
go along.
. Favorite music news tidbit:
Okay, so Lenny Kravitz writes
this tune for Madonna and
“finds” a drum beat that just
happens to be a beat that Public
Enemy used on one of their al
bums, they didn’t sample it, they
played i t Chuck D. of Public
Enemy was slightly ticked, but,
hey, no big thang right? Next
thing you know, Hank Shocklee,
P.E’s producer wants to use the
same beat on a track by another
band he’s producing. So what
happens? Madonna’s lawyers
want to sue him for copyright in
fringement. Ain’t that a kicker?
What else? A local Grand
Rapids business, The Incredible
One, (alternative music t-shirts
and poster?, various art prints,
etc. Cool place) was refused ad

School Fight Songs That Make It or Break It
(CPS) - The University of
Notre Dame, which has the
country’s best sports television
contract, also has the country’s
best fight song, a Northern
Illinois University professor
contends.
In his list of the 13 best
college and university fight
songs, William Studw ell,
author of 14 books on music,
\ __________________________

' VW,,1,in8

knows the words.
The University of Chicago
is looking for a song “we can
get people to sing,” said
Phillip Gossett, Chicago’s
dean of humanities and head
of committee to find a new
alma mater to celebrate the
university’s centennial in
1991.
Gossett said he has found it

space in a very local G.R. paper
because the flyer, which showed
a t-shirt of rats and skeletons
(not together) doin’ the nasty,
offended the ad rep. What makes
this even more funny is that this
very local paper did an issue on
censorship. Wacky, hunh?
Quick review: It’s old but it
was what I was listening to on
the way to class today. N.W.A.
STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON.
I don’t really like rap that much
but this is such a lyrically pow
erful album that You just gotta
like i t The first three tracks,
“Straight Outta Compton,” F**k
the Police,” & "Gangsta, Gangsta” (None of which I can quote
any lyrics from.) are just super
powerful cuts, very violent, very
nasty, very cool. There’s nothing
nice and safe on here kids. The
way it should be.
Weii, I’ve rambled on (to
quote Led Zep.) long enough.
I’ll let you get back to reading
the rest of the paper. Enjoy your
lunch.
NEXT: I’m not really sure.
“appalling” when alumni
don’t know the words to the
alma mater.
Of course Chicago, which
no
longer
fields
intercollegiate sport teams,
was not on Studwell’s list of
great fight songs.
Studwell said reaction to
his list, which is “totally
personal and subjective” has
See SCHOOL p .ll

_____
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To help those of you who don't

really help the film work and build towards its amazing and unfor
gettable climax. Francis Ford Coppola and Mario Puzo have once
again successfully taken us into the private lives of the Corleone
family and the end result is fantastic. Anyone who considers
themselves an afficianado of the Godfather Saga must include The
Godfather Part III in order to grasp the full spectrum of this
American epic.
The Godfather Part III is rated R and is showing at Studio 28.

know who's who in the Godfather
Saga , please feel free to browse
over the Corleone Family Tree.

Page 9

Validity of
Students'
Questioned
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)
- Making students take achieve
ment tests frequently is~like
“pulling up a carrot to see it’s
growing," Gregory Anrig, head
of Educational Testing Service

Director Francis Ford Coppola completes his trilogy of power,
revenge and undetworkl crime with “The Godfather Part III,"
The play and the players in the legendary Corleone family:

(ETS), charged at a speech at the
National Press Club Nov. 14.
Anrig said he opposed new
school reform to make all fourth,

wnen the movie Degms*.

eighth and 12th graders take

It is 1979, two decades after the events that end "The

achievement tests because the

Godfather Part II." Don Michael Corleone is trying to legitimize

} j| j|f
l 1 1 1

time spent preparing students to
take the tests qould be better

alienated. He is grooming his sucessor, the late Sonny
Corleone’s Illegitimate son, Vincent Mandni.

spent “in valuable instruction” in
the classroom.

The Corleone famil

President Bush’s Education

Don Vito Corleone - Mama
(Robert DeNiro as the young Vito;

Policy Advissory Committee has
recommended testing all U.S.

(Morgana King)

Marion Brando as the aging Don)

students in fourth, eighth and
12th grade as a way of measur

Santino (Sonny)-Sandra

Connie - Carlo Rlzzi

Fredo - Deanna

(James Caan)

(Talia Shire)

(John Cazale) (Mariana Hill)

(Julie Greeg)

(Gianni Russo)

(Al Pacino)

ing how good their schools are.

(!

Anrig’s ETS owns a wide
Lucy
Mandni
(mistress)

IS®
Rosary

(Jeannie

(Jeanne Savarino)

Linero)

Anne Marie
(Janet
Savarino Smith)

Vincent
■«---- «—»
Mancmi

Frank

(Andy Garcia)

Santino

Considered part of the family
Tom Hagen - Theresa
(Robert Duvall)

Kay Adams

(Tere Livrano Baker)

range of standardized exams in
cluding the Scholastic Aptitude

Michael Fronds
Mary

Anthony
(Franc D’Ambroslo) |

l&
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■

Ho: Dies of a heart attack in his garden, “The Godfather"
■ Don Vito
f. Gunned down at a toll booth by the family’s enemies, “The Godfather"
■ Sonny:
■ C arlo: Strangled by Michael’s henchman on the day of his son’s baptism,
"The Godfather"
•
■ Fredo: Shot by Michael's henchman after his mother’s funeral,
T h e Godfather Part 11’
■ Apollonla: Killed by Michael’s enemies when a bomb explodes in

(John Savage)
N O T E ; T h e actors, a ctresses listed
a re tho se appearing in “T h e G odfather
P a rt III," e xc e p t w h e n the character
w a s only in on e o l th e earlier m ovies.

SCHOOL from p. 10 -----------been generally favorable.
“Most agree with the top three
(choices) and many agree with
the top 10, with some shuffling,”
he said.

their automobile, “The Godfather”
Andrew Hagen

Test.

(Sofia Coppola)

■ Tom Hagen: Has died before T h e Godfather Part III” begins

Studwell admitted he had
heard

The past and th»
T h e Godfather,” released in 1972, and T h e Godfather Part II,"

from

students

and

adm inistrators from schools,
including his own, who were

released in 1974, together earned over

upset theiTscliodrsongs Hadn’t

SOURCE: Paramount Pictures, The Godlather," by Mario Puzo, Variety

made the lisL
12/31/90
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NIU’s “Huslrie Fight Song,”
he says, is “above average,
perhaps in the top 30 or 40.”

• $44 Double
• Complimentary
Continental
Breakfast

T n ra tp H '

1/2 Block East off 196
G randville, MI 49418
Phone (616) 531-LAND
TOLL FREE 800-456-0626
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Basketball Teams Roll Up Combined 11-3 Vacation Record
GV Men Go 6-1 as Villemure Sets Coaching Record
By Christine Stuck
Sports Writer

Grand Valley’s men’s basket
ball team posted a 6-1 record
over break and along the way it
helped Coach Tom Villemure
become the winningest four-year
coach in the State of Michigan
and it set a school record by win
ning its fourth tournament of the
season.
The Lakers started off at the
Valley Plaza Inn/ North wood
Classic in Midland on December
14th and 15th where they de

feated Ml Senario, 84-70, in
game one and won the champi
onship with a victory over con
ference rival Lake Superior
State University.
Steve Harvey poured in 22
points to lead the Lakers in scor
ing against M l Senario. Charlie
Mandt, Bart Bitner and Todd
Jenkins also scored in double
figures, scoring 14, 13, and 11,
respectively.
In the championship game
balanced scoring lifted GVSU to
a 72-59 victory over LSSU.
Once again Grand Valley had

four players scoring in double
digits, this time led by Bitner
with 14.
On December 19, the Lakers
traveled to Sault Ste. Marie for a
rematch with LSSU, unfortu
nately there was a different out
come. Lake Superior defeated
Grand Valley 79-71, leaving
GVSU with a 7-2 record, 1-1 in
the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference.
Next the Lakers took up the
challenge of winning a schoolrecord fourth tournament in a
single season when they jour

neyed to Orchard Lake St.
Mary’s College; they proceeded
to set that record, defeating Un
ion College and S l Mary’s in
the process.
In the game against Union
College, GVSU was led to a 9782 win by Brent Wichlacz who
netted 18 points and Mandt who
had 17 points and seven re
bounds.
Grand Valley played the host
school, St. Mary’s, in the finals,
pulling out a 105-89 victory for
their fourth tournament champi
onship of the season.

The Lakers had five players in
double figures, paced by Shawn
O ’Mara’s 19 points.
January 3rd took Grand Val
ley to Ferris State University
where the Lakers defeated the
Bulldogs 88-74; GVSU had lost
the previous ten games between
the two teams.
Coach Villemure felt that the
win over Ferris was one of the
most significant wins during
break. It not only broke Ferris’

Sec BASKETBALL, p 12

Lady Lakers Have a Successful Road Trip
By Sandy Bloomer
Sports Writer

The Grand Valley Women’s
basketball team brought home an
impressive 5-2 record over the
Christmas break and boosted
their overall record to 8-4.
The Lakers first hit the road to
challenge Aquinas College, and
strong defense brought them a
66-56 victory.
Shelli Nemeth lead the Lakers
in scoring with 27. Nemeth also
teamed up with Marie Thomas
for 10 rebounds each.

Grand Valley took a week off
and then traveled to Northwood
Institute. Shelli Nemeth again
stole the spotlight by leading the
team with 26 points. She helped
the Lakers to a 72-59 victory.
Carrie Dillon pulled down 14 re
bounds to lead the team.
On December 19, Grand Val
ley traveled up to Sault Ste.
Marie to challenge Lake Supe
rior State University. GVSU
dropped a close one, 50-46.
They shot a paltry 29% com
pared to LSSU’s 33%. Lake Su
perior also out- rebounded the

Lakers 44 to 39.
Carrie Dillon lead GVSU’s of
fense with 15 points. She also
fought her way to 12 rebounds.
Grand Valley took a ten day
break to visit jolly SL Nick and
picked up their season on De
cember 29. They whipped Lewis
University 65-42.
The Lewis team had trouble
from the floor shooting 26% for
the game, while Grand Valley
shot 38%. Grand Valley domi
nated the boards 64 to 33.

Blackhawks’ turnaround
Chicago's 22-point im provem ent in
1989-90 over the previous season was
the biggest ever made by an NHL team.

R ecord

See ROAD TRIP, p. 12

P o in ts

'88-'89

27-41-12

66

’89 -’90

41-33-6

88

SOURCE: "Complete Hockey Book"
12/10/90
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Rival Ferris Downs
Inexperienced Lakers
Before Break, 25-12
By Brian Rutkowski
Sports Writer

For now, Ferris State has the
bragging rights in area collegiate
wrestling.
On December 15, the Grand
Valley State University Lakers
traveled north to Big Rapids for
a meet which the Bulldogs won,
25-12.
The Lakers scored all of their
points in the lower weight
classes.
Senior Scott Marvin
wrestled his 118 pound match
with a bad back and beat Jeff
Schering, 7-6. He reinjured his
back, however, and now may be
out for the season.
The match of the night for
Valley was in the 142
pound division. Senior Pal Lamberecht
dom inated
Paul
Gonzalez, a junior college All-

American, 24-9, winning on a
technical fall with five seconds
left in the match.
Dwayne
Knieper was the only other vic
tor for Grand Valley.
After that, it was all downhill
for the Lakers. Inexperience by
some of the younger wrestlers in
the upper weights led to the
downfall of the Lakers.
Still, Coach Jim Scott felt that
the voungcr wrestlers fared bet
ter than he had thought they
would. He also feels that they
will improve by the time the
Bulldogs visit Allendale in Feb
ruary.
The Lakers next meet is on
January 10 and 11 at the M id
west Classierirosted by the Uni
versity of Indianapolis. Included
in the tournament with Grand
Valley from the stale of Michi
gan are Ferris State and Olivet.
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NHL winning streaks
Most consecutive wins, 1989-90 season

9

N.Y. Islanders,
D ec. 31-Jan. 19

7

Boston,
Nov. 9-23

6

•As a child, I always won
dered year after year just who
those TV people got to play the
Grinch. Who could be that coldhearted and insensitive? After
the events o f recent weeks, I re
alized that it must have been Bo
Schembechlcr all those years.
•After watching the Milwau
kee Bucks beat up on the Pistons
and the rest of the NBA (includ
ing the Blazers) over break, I'm
thoroughly convinced that Jay
Humphries is the league’s most
underrated player and Del Harris
is the best coach in all the uni
verse. What the Bucks have ac
complished to this point with
their personnel is truly fan-tastic.
•What happened to the defense
in college football? Of the 38
teams that participated in bowl
games, 14 of those teams scored
30+ points in their respective
games.
•Hats off to Browning Nagle
and the rest of the Louisville
football team for proving to foot
ball fans everywhere that basket

ball isn’t the only sport at that
university.
•The most interesting match
up of the college basketball sea
son so far? Without a doubt,
Princeton at UNLV.
•When the NBA recently re
leased the information that 8 of
the league’s 27 teams are over
the $11.8 million salary cap, it
neglected to include UNLV, Illi
nois, or Kentucky in those stats.
•Whoever the boob was that
started the Isiah Thomas-Scott
Skiles/Danny Manning trade
rumor should consider broad
casting a “War of the Worlds IP
next Halloween.
•While most students spent
their vacation time decking the
halls or sleeping, I spent most of
my time up here ringing up the
cheapest milk in the metro GR
area. So for therapeutic reasons
I decided to browse the sports
ca*d shops in the nearby area
and was pleasantly surprised.
Jenison, for instance, has two
fine shops.

If sports memorabilia is your
thing, check out “Lawrence &
Sons Sports Collectables’’ lo
cated in Jenison P laza byi
Meijer’s. This shop offers the
unique bid board method of sales
and boasts a fine selection of
pre-70’s cards at reasonable]
prices. Recently the manage
ment has embarked on a “Sports
Art for Orphans” campaign
whereby artwork submitted by
patrons is bought and 50 percent
of the proceeds go to a selected [
orphanage in the area.
In contrast, “Sports Legends” I
in the Fables Center has over 60
different varieties of new cards
to choose from. In addition,
there are numerous gifts and|
clothing.
For those trying to complete I
sets, an interesting asset to this
store is that it has a complete as
sortment of commons dating |
back to 1974.
•Just think...barcly more than]
a month until the start of Spring]
Training.

ttifpiERSMAS

M i PHARMACY
m
mn mu stmet owe sto/tr and m s r

5 Pharmacists to serve you
with fast, friendly service
and advice

FREE ADVICE WHEN YOU NEED IT!
Ask our pharmacists any questions, at any time,
on any of your health needs,
non-prescription or prescription,
vitamins, remedies or other items.
QUESTIONS ON
HEALTH RELATED TOPICS?

Sigm a N u C hapter Suspended
(CPS) - On the day the Uni
versity of Texas suspended its
Sigma Nu chapter while investi
gating the alleged beating of a
pledge, Travis County Attorney
Ken Oden issued subpoenas for
the names, addresses and tele
phone numbers of all fraternity
members on the Austin campus.
Oden, who is investigating a
scries of crimes involving frat

members, said the greek houses
had shown a “blatant disregard”
for the law, and that he needed
the names to aid future investi
gation.
UT’s Interfraicrnily Council
said it would contest the subpoe
nas as unconstitutional. ~
Hazing incidents also have
been reported at Western Illinois
and Virginia Tech during the

past month.
Fraternities at the universities
of Akron, Alabama, Idaho and
Georgia, as well as at West
Texas State, Santa C lara,
Mankato State, Michigan State,
Jacksonville State universities
have been disciplined for variouscrimes and policy infractions
this term.

Edm onton,
Klov. 25-D ec. 8 ,

Our Pharm acists Can Help You!

LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
Call 895-4358 - We'H gladly quote you a price on
your prescription.

FAST, FRIENDLY,
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE.
EASYPRESCRIPTION
TRANSFER SERVICE.
Just bring us the bottle, we will do the rest!

LAKER
AHTLETE
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o
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OF THE W EEK

S belli Nemeth receives the Laker Athlete of the Week Award for
her performance over Christmas break on the women's basketball
team. She led the Lakers in scoring in four of their seven contests
over vacation and served as the offensive leader fo r the team.
They went 5-2 over break and are 8-4 overall on the season.

W hile you're here, browse through our large
American Greeting Card and Gift Department, find
your favorite cosmetics from Revlon, Maybelline,
Cover Girl and more.
Plus - school and office supplies, jewelry, personal
care, appliances, photo supplies, toys, candy,
convenience foods - and more!

PIERSMA'S PHARMACY, " your full-service
drugstore and more," also provides:
- • Utility-Bill,Collection
•
•
•
•
•
•

O ne Day Dry C leaning S ervice
C opy M achine Service - 150
P ostage Stam ps
L arge Selectipn o f G eneric Drugs
/
R ussell Stover Candy
N ext Day or Free Photo Finishing
6 Days a Week
__• 10% S tudent C itizen P rescription D iscount
• C om puterized P rescrip tio n Records
We accept most 3rd party insurance programs including:
Medicaid, PHP, Care Choices, BCBS, PCS. PAID, MESSA.
SET, Health Care Network, Teamsters, Aetna, Medimet,
Butterworth HMO, Partners KMO, and others.
F YOUR FULL SERVICE DRUG STORE A N D M O R E A

PIERSMA'S

447 STANDALE PLAZA
453-4980

6163 LAKE MICH. DR
895-4358

Standale
9 - 9 Mon. - Sat.

9 - 9 Mon. - Fri.: 9 - 6 Sat

Allendale
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BASKETBALL from p. 10----long string of wins, but it helped
the team bounce beck in the con
ference standings.
The victory over Ferris also
tied Coach Villemure with for

PHOTO or THE WEEJC

by

Ray Steffen as winningest four
year coach in Michigan history.
Along with this honor Coach
Villemure and the Lakers suffered a great disapppointment in
losing the team’s leading three
point shooter, Joe Schuitema, to
a knee injury. Schuitema will be
out for the season.
Grand Valley’s second home
game of the season resulted in
Coach Villemure’s capture of
the winningest coach honor.
The Lakers defeated Oakland
University 77-65, giving Ville
mure his 358th collegiate vic
tory.
Commenting on the season so
far coach Vilemure said, “ The
team is playing great and the at
titudes are exceptional. We’re
disappointed with Schuitcma’s
injury, but others are steppping
up to help out.”
Thursday, January 10 the In k 
ers will travel to Houghton to
take on Michigan Tech. They
continue their U.P. journey when
they go to Northern Michigan on
Saturday, January 12.

b i l l R o b e rts
ROAD TRIP fromp. 1 0 ---- —

begin on Bubiyan and Warbah Islands, the Rumaila oil field and the
fete of the Palestinians in Israeli occupied territories.

Turkey

Shelli Nemeth sank 12 points
to lead the Lakers and Helle
Mathiesen hauled down 12 re
bounds.
New Year’s Eve, the Lakers
brought their road show to the
University of Indianapolis and
nabbed an 83-58 victory. GVSU
again outshot their opponent
from the floor, 46% to 29%.
They also pulled down 26 more
rebounds in the game.
Shelli Nemeth led Grand Val
ley with 22 points and Marie

Thomas grabbed 19 rebounds.
On January 3, Grand Valley
took on Ferris State University.
They dropped a nail bitter 62-61.
Carrie Dillon hit 19 points for
the Lakers. Marie Thomas again
led the rebounding charge with
15.
Last Saturday the Lakers fi
nally got to play on their own
hardwood.
They defeated
Oakland University 61-58.
Carrie Dillon again lead the
scoring with 24 and Marie Tho

mas lead the rebounding for the
third straight game with 12.
Coach Pat Baker-Grzyb com
mented that Grand Valley played
inconsistently over the break.
They struggled with their shoot
ing to lose two tough games but
came back strong defensively to
bring home five in the win col
umn.
The Lakers travel to Michigan
Tech on Thursday and Northern
Michigan on Saturday.

AT SIRA T E (,
WE PO N T BELIEVE
TAKIN6 CHANCES,
THAT’S W HY W E ..

Egypt

Mediterranean.

Sea

f

Israeli
Rumaila
oB field
Warbah Is.

Jerusalem

• Use sterile, Disposable Equipment
•Are FDA Approved and Regulated
• Require a Physical Exam Prior To
Donating Plasma (Physician On Premise)
©Physical is FREE
-Test Every Donation For Hepc+Itis And The Aids
Virus
• Provide A Pleasant And Relaxing Environment

HELP US HELP PEOPLE WHO NEED PLASMA
Bubiyan Is.

Jordan
Kuwait

Egypt

EARN

$ 3 0 00 A WEEK D O N A T I N G P L A S M A

NEW DONORS RECEIVE

On Your 1st Donation
(With This C oupon)

Local ID Required

SIRA TEC BIOLOGICALS
1973 S. DIVISION
GRAND RAPIDS, Ml
CALL OR STOP BY
TUES. - FRI. 7 A .M .- 5 P.M.
CLOSED M O N .

(616) 241 - 6335

